
WELCOME TO Genetics 
Mrs. Garcia- Room 385 

E-mail: garcia.skylar@wgcloud.org 
 
In genetics, you will be learning how DNA codes for all life, how genetic traits are passed down through                   
our DNA, and real-life applications of genetic discoveries. Some concepts may come naturally, but              
others you may have to study. I am going to help provide as many opportunities to you to experience                   
science first hand, practice using the new information, and share this information with you in a variety of                  
different ways.  
 
I ask each of you to: 

-Come to class ON TIME -Give effort 
-Turn in every assignment on time -Show respect to everyone in the classroom 

 
Notes: Notes will be on Google Classroom before the start of the unit. The first day of the unit, you                    
MUST have either the notes: handwritten, printed out, or downloaded and saved onto YOUR              
drive/desktop in a designated ‘Genetics Notes’ folder. This will be worth points. I expect students to be                 
following along and making notations on their notes. Examples are- highlighting, circling, starring notes,              
adding comments. Laptops or phones are fine for note taking IF you stay on task. If not, phone is taken                    
away and you are writing notes old school. 
 
Homework: Other than responses to videos we will watch, most homework will be classwork that you did                 
not finish in class So if you use your time wisely, you will rarely ever have homework in my class. I feel it                       
is important for me to be there to help you through assignments, so we will be making sure class time is                     
used wisely and productively 
 
Late Policy: Any work or projects turned in late will ONLY RECEIVE 60% of the total amount of                    
points. Work will only be accepted until the unit test. In other words, once we move into the next unit, I                     
will not accept any old late work. 
 
Absences: If you are absent from class, it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to get any handouts from the                 
missing day. All papers will be available for you to pick up for an entire week. 

If you are absent one day, you have one extra day to turn in the handouts. If you are absent two                     
days in a row, you get two extra days to turn in any work, etc. 
 
Cell Phone Policy: No cell phone out during lectures or presentations. Cell phones during individual or                
small group work is acceptable as long as work is being done. 

1st inappropriate use of cell phone, I will ask you to put it away 
2nd inappropriate use of cell phone, your cell phone will be placed into a Cell Phone Timeout box                  

until the end of class 
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Extra Credit: Extra Credit in my classroom means giving extra effort. I try providing extra credit for each                  
unit, but sometimes can’t due to time restraint. Extra credit can be completing an extra assignment,                
doing a project in a creative manner, being the winner in a classroom competition. 
 
Grading: The class uses a total point system. So 6 10-point assignments count just one 60-point test.                 
So doing every assignment can mean the difference between an entire letter grade. This class is                
weighted as far as GPA, so you need to understand this class will be harder than a non-weighted                  
science course. 
 
Letters of Recommendation: If you are planning on asking me for a letter of recommendation, you need                 
to have at LEAST a 95% or higher in my class. If you are sitting at a 86%, showing up to class late, not                        
turning in work, etc, I’m going to politely ask you to not ask me to write you a letter.  
 
General Order of Topics covered:  
 
-DNA Structure and Replication:  

Concepts include: Detailed DNA structure and replication, DNA repair, mutations 
-Protein Synthesis:  

Concepts include: protein production, mutation effects on proteins, diseases 
-Cancer:  

Concepts include: mutations and genes affect cancer rates, current and future treatments 
-Stem Cells and Differentiation:  

Concepts include: Different stem cells, embryonic development in regards to differentiation 
-Meiosis:  

Concepts include: sex cells, genetic variety, chromosomal mutations, gene mapping 
-Basic Genetics:  

-Concepts include: basic vocabulary, mono- and dihybrid punnett squares, dominance,          
genotype/phenotype relationship 
-Advanced Genetics: 

-Concepts include: pedigrees, sex-linked, linkage, epigenetics 
-Gene Therapy:  

-Concepts include: What is it, uses, CRISPR 
 
(Note: Sometimes the order or topics covered may change. This is just a rough guideline) 
 
Lastly, I want to remind everyone that is is a science course. In this classroom, we discuss studies done                   
by scientists, learn about supported theories and facts, and learn about what we CAN do. We do not                  
address what we SHOULD do. Those are philosophical questions.  
 
Now sometimes in this class, we may an opportunity to have philosophical discussions, especially when               
we address more controversial topics. I love giving students these opportunities if we are thoughtful,               
respectful, and understand that the goal of the class is to not change someone’s mind or opinion. All I                   
want is for every student of mine to be as educated about a topic or concept that when you go out in the                       
world, create your opinions, and vote, that it is informed.  


